
The LHP-302 laboratory 

introduces the student to basic 

and advance automation and 

process control including 

Mechatronics. The laboratory 

consists of a set of simulators, 

trainers and equipment listed 

on the right of this page (any 

PCs required are not included - 

provided locally by reseller). 

The laboratory deals with the 

basic automation applications 

in mechanical, electrical and 

electronics technology, in 

automation using pneumatic & 

hydraulic components, 

electronic components, 

sensors and transducers, 

programmable logic control, 

electrical and digital control 

and process control 

applications as CIM and 

Mechatronics. 

The student gains an 

understanding of the physical 

and technological aspects of 

Automation and Process 

Control and their inter-

relationship with various 

commonly found 

technological applications. 

It covers all types of Automatic 

Process Control technologies: 

Digital, Analogue, Pneumatic, 

Electromechanical and 

Mechanical. 

The laboratory’s equipment is 

accompanied by the 

appropriate software to run 

interactively with PC 

workstations, wherever this is 

applicable. When an available 

program interfaces the PC with 

a simulator, it offers support in 

all the above training 

procedures and creates 

realistic simulations. The 

student is able to change the 

data and the parameters of 

the system. The programs 

present schematically the 

results of the adjustments 

performed by the student. 

The software is organized in 

subjects corresponding to the 

simulations and the 

experimental exercises with 

scope: 

 A series of aims for the 

specific experiment and the 

level of knowledge that must 

be obtained. 

 Theoretical background 

relevant to the lesson as well 

as practical examples of use. 

 Tests/Questions for the 

students and fault testing. 

In general, a trainer is not a 

simulator but it consists of real 

equipment built with genuine 

components on an 

experimental platform.  

On the other hand, a simulator 

is an educational system 

designed in metal vertical 

frame or bench-top block 

configuration, so the students 

have the capability to watch 

the theoretical and practical 

study of the Automation 

systems. It includes color mimic 

diagrams that clearly shows the 

structure of the system and 

allows the location of 

components on it. The display 

of the information available on 

the PC monitor allows the 

continuous monitoring of the 

didactic process. The 

operational conditions are 

entered by the students. The 

insertion of faults is carried out 

by either the software 

application or with switches. A 

simulator or a trainer is 

accompanied by relevant 

software to enable the student 

to follow step-by-step the 

theory and the exercise. The 

whole exercise procedure is 

carried out on the simulators. 

The system is accompanied by 

technical manuals for theory 

and exercises. Each one of the 

lab equipment is described 

hereinafter. Theory concepts 

are on presented by the 

teacher in presentation slides 

and the system also offers a 

student response system 

( optionally) on theoretical and 

practical quizzes ,tests or 

exams, which also the teacher 

can create. 
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PT-10S 

PLC Trainer CPU 1214C 

PT 1208 

Universal PLC Trainer 

PT-12 

Analogue Input / Output Simulator 
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PT-12 RM 

Analogue Input / Output Simulator 

PT-13 

Digital Input Simulator  

PT-13 RM 

Digital Input/ Output Simulator 

PT-14 

Flow, Pressure, Level & Temperature Control Trainer 

PT-20 

Two‐floor Parking Garage Simulator 

PT-20 RM 

Two‐zone Parking Garage Simulator 

PT-21 

Smart Traffic Lights Simulator (single crossing) 

PT-21 4WP 

Smart Traffic Lights Simulator (multiple crossing) 

PT-24 

Handler/Conveyor Handling Simulation 

PT-33 MS 

Lift Model Trainer (with PLC) 

PT-22M 

Lift Model Trainer 

PT-22RM 

Lift Simulator 

PTS-2312 

Sensors And Transducers Trainer 

PT-2104G 

Electro mechanic component board 
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PT-10115AV 

Squirrel Cage 3-Phase Asynchronous Motor 

PT-2102A 

Three Phase Induction Motor 

PT-2102D 

DHALANDER Two Speed Motor 

PNEUMATICS & CONTROLS 

PTS-3840 

Electro-Pneumatics Training System 

PTS-3840 EPS 

Electro-Pneumatics Trainer 

HYDRAULICS AND CONTROLS 

PTS-3860 

Hydraulics Training System 

PT-CIM C 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing – full processes C
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PT-CIM 2C 

Mechatronics Basic Trainer 

PTR 4D  

Robotic Arm Module 

PT SIM C-1200 

Interactive PLC Trainer for Industrial Processes 

PT SIM C-1610  

Interactive PLC Trainer for Industrial Processes 



The programmable logic controller (PLC) allows to control machines and installations by 

using the sequential logic that replaces the traditional electromechanical boards, 

allowing, therefore, to save relays, timers and counters. Moreover, the main advantages 

in the use of the PLC are the flexibility, because they can be re-programmed, the 

industrial characteristics, thanks to the possibility of their use in environments with heavy 

working conditions, the reliability and the safety, typical of the solid state technology that 

has no moving contacts, as well as the possibility to process analogue signals. 

 
CONFIGURATION 

The PT-10S unit is a programmable controller that combines high performances and easy 

of use for those who are approaching for the first time the world of PLC. 

 
The proposed configuration includes: 

 CPU with 14 digital inputs and 10 relay outputs and 2 analogue inputs; 

 Module with 16 digital inputs and 16 relay outputs; 

 Module with 4 analogue inputs and 2 analogue output. 

 

The unit is fitted in an accessible container while on the panel the input/output terminals 

are shown, suitably duplicated by means of connectors. 

 

The PT-10S is complete with the programming software. 

PT-10S Simulator 
 

PLC Trainer CPU 1214C 

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS 
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS 

The PT 1208 Universal trainer is a programmable Logic 

Controller Trainer that combines high performance and 

easy of use operation for training students in PLC 

operation and programming. 

It can be programmed from its own panel, without 

computer using manual switching, or can be 

programmed via its USB port (PT 1208U) or Ethernet (PT 

1208E) using a PC. PT 1208E allows networking of multiple 

PT 1208 CPUs. 

The basic module is composed of a CPU with 12 digital 

inputs (2 of which can be analogue inputs) and 8 relay 

outputs and with extension modules can be configured 

up to 32 inputs and 16 outputs and up to 3 parallel 

process CPUs. 

 

Simulation of the inputs is either through 3 stage switches 

and/or externally through terminals.  

The programming software is also supplied to allow 

programming the PLC from the computer, if so preferred. 

It offers a  7 x 24V power supply outputs to devices for 

controlling so the user needs no independent supply to 

power the controlled devices. 

Needs 220V /60Hz single phase power supply. 

 

It can be connected as PLC to the following automation 

laboratories: 

 Hydraulics/Electrohydraulics training system 

 Pneumatics /Electropneumatics training systems 

 Mechatronics 

 Robotics 

 CIM 

 
The programming software for the PLC provides many 
features, such as: 

 A graphical user interface for offline creation of your 

circuit program by means of Ladder Diagram 

(contact chart / circuit diagram) or Function Block 

Diagram (function chart). 

 Simulation of your circuit program on the PC. 

 Generating and printing of an overview chart for the 

circuit program. 

 Saving a backup of the circuit program on the hard 

drive or other media. 

 Comparing circuit programs. 

 Easy configuration of blocks. 

 Transferring the circuit program in both directions from 

the PC to the PLC or vice versa. 

 Reading the values of the hour counter. 

 Setting the time of day. 

 Online testing that provides a display of status 

changes and process variables in RUN mode: 
 Status of digital I/O, flags, shift register bits and 

cursor keys 

PT 1208 Simulator 
 

Universal PLC Trainer 

 Values of all analog I/O and flags 
 Results of all blocks 
 Current values (including the times) of selected 

blocks 

 Starting and stopping circuit program execution from 

the PC (switching between RUN and STOP modes). 

 Network communication – (Ethernet If optional). 

 Creating UDF blocks for use in a circuit program. 

 Configuring the Data Log function block for your circuit 

program to record process values of the configured 

function blocks. 
 
Software Advantages  

 You can develop the circuit program on your PC. 

 You simulate the circuit program on your computer 

and verify its functions before you actually implement it 

in your system. 

 You can add comments to the circuit program and 

create hard copies. 

 You can save a copy of your circuit program to the file 

system on your PC, to make it directly available for 

modifications. 

 It takes only a few key actions to download the circuit 

program to the programming software. 

 

The PT 1208E trainer also connects to a virtual PT CIM 1208S 

application which can simulate a virtual  industrial 

environment created by the student and have a real time 

simulation with 3D graphics of the equipment and process 

in a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) 

environment or Mechatronics. 

The software runs on any of the following operating 

systems: 32 bit/64 bit Windows 7, 8 or higher. 

 
Available Port and CPU configurations: 

 PT 1208U: 12 inputs /8putputs + USB I/F  

 PT 1208E: 12 inputs /8putputs + Ethernet  I/F 

 PT 1608E: 16 inputs /12 outputs, 2 x CPUs, Ethernet IF 

 PT i804E/U: 8 Inputs /4 Outputs, USB or Ethernet IF 

 PT 2016E: 20 inputs /16 Outputs, Ethernet II/F  

 PT 3216E: 32 inputs /16 outputs,3x CPUs, Ethernet IF 

LHP 302 AUTOMATION - MECHATRONICS 

In order for the students to initiate the first and simple PLC 

project, we recommend as an accessory the PT-21GD 

Garage Door control system. It provides the basic features 

of opening and closing a garage door with various control 

parameters. The students can program the control of: 

1)termination switches 

2)garage door motor 

3)infrared sensor 

4)light alarm 

5)sound alarm 

It’s recommended for all PLC experiments. 



The simulator is essential and indispensable for operation and understanding of the 

analogue modules of the PLC. 

The board includes 2+2 inputs, at 4-20 mA and 0-10 V respectively, and 4 outputs at 4-

20mA/0/1-5V, smoothly variable through potentiometer; the current/voltage display is of 

digital type; the input indication is of bar type, through meters that can be switched. 

Moreover, 4 outputs at 24VDC/1A are available, internally powered. The connection to 

the PLC can be carried out through terminals or connector. 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software. 

NOTE: It can be connected to a PLC such as the PT-10B. 

PT-12 Simulator 
 

Analogue Input / Output Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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It includes 1+1 inputs, at 4‐20mA and 0‐10V respectively, and 1+1 outputs at 4‐20mA/0‐
5V, smoothly variable through potentiometer;  

The current/ voltage display is of digital type. 

The connection to the PLC can be carried out through terminals.  

Power supply: single‐phase from mains.  

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software.  

NOTE: It can be connected to a PLC such as the PT-10B. 

PT-12RM Simulator 
 

Analogue Input / Output Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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The simulator allows studying and analyzing the programming techniques through 

automatisms which are freely and imaginatively implemented. Moreover, it allows the 

PLC potentialities to be pointed out. The board includes 32 switches on 4 columns for PLC 

input enabling, with a LED signaling the on/off state of the individual switch and the 

possibility of marking the references on special tags that can be cancelled; moreover, 4 

outputs at 24 VDC/1 are available, internally powered. The connection to the PLC can 

be carried out through terminals or connector. 

Power supply: single – phase from mains. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software. 

NOTE: It can be connected to the PT 10B or PT-10A. 

PT-13 Simulator 
 

Digital Input Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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It includes 8 switches for PLC input and 8 LED for PLC output. The connection to the PLC 

can be carried out through terminals. 

Power supply: single‐phase from mains.  

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software.  

NOTE: It can be connected to a PLC such as PT-10SL. 

PT-13RM Simulator 
 

Digital Input/ Output Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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The trainer is composed of: 

 An educational board with a pressurized 

vessel and a set of sensors and actuators 

for level, pressure, temperature and flow; 

 A control module, containing the 

interface circuits for the sensors and the 

actuators and the ON/OFF, proportional, 

integral and derivative control circuits 

(PID). 

Optionally, it is possible to connect to the 

trainer a programmable logic controller 

PT10B. 

The PT-14 with PT-10B is complete with a 

programming software. With this 

configuration  it is possible: to process a 

new user program or to modify one that is 

already in the programmable controller, to 

store the program in a non-volatile 

memory, to test the program that is present 

in the programmable controller, to control 

the programmable controller (to set up the 

address of the CPU participants, to erase 

the PLC memory, etc.) Interfaces: PPI and 

RS485. Built-in power supply: 24Vdc 
 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 

 Pressurized vessel capacity: 5ltr approx. 

 Water tank capacity: 20 ltr approx.  

 Temperature sensors: Platinum thermo-

resistance PT 100 bi-metallic direct 

reading thermometer  

 Level sensors: 

 linear variable-differential transformer 

(LVDT) 

 on-reed ON/OFF sensor 

 Flux sensors: 

 flow meter 8,000 pulses/ltr 

 flow meter, direct reading  

  Pressure sensors: 

 strain gauge 

 manometer, direct reading   

 Re-circulation pump: 

 6 ltr/minute, 12 V, 1.5 A  

 Motor driven valve  

 4 manual valves 

 Water heating resistance: 

 48 V, 200 W  

 Safety valve set at 2.4 bar  

 Safety thermostat  

 Piping: brass  
 

EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE EXERCISES 

 Study of the level, flow, pressure and 

temperature sensors 

 Study of the characteristics of the pump 

and  the motor pump 

 Study of the characteristics of the static 

process and the time constants 

 ON/OFF, P, PI, PD and PID closed loop 

control of the level 

 P, PI, PD and PID closed loop control of 

the flow 

 ON/OFF, P, PI, PD and PID closed loop 

control of the temperature  

 ON/OFF control of the level with the level 

sensor 

PT-14 Trainer 
 

Flow, Pressure, Level and Temperature 

control Trainer 

SIMULATORS 
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The system represents a two‐storey parking  garage where it is possible to realistically  

simulate all the sequences that a car driver has to perform when he wants to use an 

automated parking garage.  

The automatic control is performed through a PLC, whose program manages the 

displays signaling vacant and full places, both at the entrance and  at every floor, the 

opening and closing of the in and out barriers, the lighting intensity  at each floor, 

regulated by the presence of at least one car detected by special sensors, and the 

smoke and fire detectors. The number of cars in the parking garage is displayed  through 

LED, whose control is assigned to an electronic circuit separated from the PLC. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software.  

Power supply: single‐phase from mains. 

NOTE: It can be connected to the PT 10B or PT-10A. 

 

PT-20 Simulator 
 

Two‐floor Parking Garage Simulator  

SIMULATORS 
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It represents a two-zone parking garage where it is possible to realistically simulate the 

sequences that a car driver has to perform when he wants to use an automated parking 

garage.  

The automatic control is performed through a PLC, whose program manages the 

displays signaling vacant and full places for both zones and the opening and closing of 

the in and out barriers. The number of cars in the parking garage is displayed through 

LED.  

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software. 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

NOTE: It can be connected to a PLC such as PT-10SL. 

PT-20RM Simulator 
 

Two‐Zone Parking Garage Simulator  

SIMULATORS 
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This system represents a crossing between two One‐way streets, each controlled by a 

semaphore and provided with three pedestrian crossings with semaphores, too.  

The  automatic control of the semaphore system is performed through PLC not with the 

normal cyclic timing: only the presence of at least one car determines the green signal 

of the relevant semaphore, allowing the transit of all the cars between the two detecting 

sensors. The dialogue between the semaphores of the two roads allows the alternation 

of  the green signal as a function of the traffic intensity, while the pedestrian crossing is 

on  request. The present cars are displayed through LED, whose control is assigned to an 

electronic circuit separated from the PLC. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and software.  

Power supply: single phase from mains. 

NOTE: It can be connected to the PT 10A or PT 10B. 

PT-21 Simulator 
 

Smart Traffic Lights Simulator (single crossing) 

SIMULATORS 
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PT-21 4WP Simulator 
 

Smart Traffic Lights Simulator (multiple crossing) 

SIMULATORS 

This system represents a crossing between two 2-way streets, each 

controlled by a traffic light system and provided with three pedestrian 

crossings with pedestrian signaling in the cross-section while also 

providing a pedestrian crossing with a pedestrian call button and 

signaling.  

 

The automatic control of the traffic light system is performed through 

the provided PLC with the normal cyclic timing and event driven 

system.  

 

In the normal auto-cycle system, the students will program the system 

in non-event driven system cycles. In the event system, the presence 

of at least one car, determines the green signal of the relevant traffic 

light, allowing the transit of the 2 crossing cars. In the event mode, the 

trainer provides 2 one-way street crossing. The dialogue between the 

traffic light system of the two roads allows the alternation of the green 

signal as a function of the traffic events and conditions. The present 

cars in the event driven system are introduced  via a user switch. The 

pedestrian crossings are 3 in the auto-cycle and one in demand. 

 

Connecting the provided PLC PT-1608 to a PC via the PLC software 

you can control the trainer interactively.  

The PLC software provided controls through a user friendly user 

interface specifically designed for education that introduces logic 

controllers. In order to have all process simulation, the trainer is 

connected with 2 x PT-1608 that are connected via Ethernet. 

 

The provided universal trainer is a programmable Logic Controller 

trainer that combines high performance and easy of use operation for 

those who are approaching for the first time the world of PLC.  

 

It can be programmed from its own panel, without computer using 

manual switching or can be programmed via its Ethernet port using a 

PC. The basic module is composed of 2 CPUs each with total 16 digital 

inputs (4 of which can be analogue inputs) and 8 relay outputs. With 

extension modules, it can be composed of 24 inputs and 24 outputs.  

 

Simulation of the inputs is either through switches and/or externally 

through terminals.  

 

The programming software is also supplied to allow the programming 

of the PLC from the computer, if so preferred. 

 

PT-1608 also offers a 7 x 24V power supply outputs to devices for 

controlling so the user needs no independent supply to power the 

controlled devices. 

The programming software for the PLC provides 

many features, for example:   

 A graphical user interface for offline creation of 

your circuit program by means of Ladder Dia-

gram (contact chart / circuit diagram) or Func-

tion Block Diagram (function chart). 

 Simulation of your circuit program on the PC. 

 Generating and printing of an overview chart for 

the circuit program. 

 Saving a backup of the circuit program on the 

hard drive or other media. 

 Comparing circuit programs. 

 Easy configuration of blocks. 

 Transferring the circuit program in both directions:  

 from the programming software to the PC. 

 from the PC to the programming software. 

 Reading the values of the hour counter. 

 Setting the time of day. 

 Online testing that provides a display of status 

changes and process variables in RUN mode 

(status of digital I/O, flags, shift register bits and 

cursor keys) 

 Values of all analog I/O and flags. 

 Results of all blocks. 

 Current values (including the times) of selected 

blocks. 

 Starting and stopping circuit program execution 

from the PC (switching between RUN and STOP 

modes). 

 Network communication (Ethernet If optional). 

 Creating UDF blocks for use in a circuit program. 

 Configuring the Data Log function block for your 

circuit program to record process values of the 

configured function blocks. 

Software Advantages  

 

The software offers many advantages: 

 You can develop the circuit program on your PC. 

 You simulate the circuit program on your comput-

er and verify its functions before you actually im-

plement it in your system. 

 You can add comments to the circuit program 

and create hard copies. 

 You can save a copy of your circuit program to 

the file system on your PC, to make it directly 

available for modifications.  

 It takes only a few key actions to download the 

circuit program to the programming software. 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

Simulator comes complete with connecting cables, PLC, PLC control 

application educational manuals and all required accessories. 

Dimensions of Simulator : 485 mm x 300 mm x 90mm 

Dimensions of PLC 1208 : 485 mm x 300 mm x 90mm 
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The board allows simulating the transfer of material. The system of rolls used for the  

transport, the loading and the accumulation of material are simulated by means of LED. 

Test signals are available, such as: 

 wrong programming indicator; 

 limit switch closing indicator; 

 optical‐acoustic indicator for alarms; 

 motor overload indicator. 

Besides the automatic control carried out through the PLC, it is possible to manually carry 

out all the operations. The system is complete with educational manual. 

Power supply: single‐phase from mains. 

NOTE: It can be connected to the PT 10B or PT-10A. 

PT-24 Simulator 
 

Handler / Conveyor Handling Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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PT-33 MS Trainer 
 

Lift Model Trainer (with PLC) 

SIMULATORS 

The model consists of a real three-stop scaled 

down lift and allows PLC control and 

management with a build-in PLC (PT-1208). 

 

This Lift trainer module provides to the students 

training in various signals and functions of modern 

elevator control equipment, control actuators and 

display components. 

 

Detecting signal can be external call signals, 

internal select signals, flat bed signals, position 

detect signals, car-gate open and close position 

signals, etc. Provides functions such as up-and-

down direction, car gate switching function, 

position protection etc. The system displays every 

floor and current car gate position, function 

direction, external call, internal selection, line 

direction, external call and selected signal and 

response. 

 

All the interface in the set uses 4mm safety sockets 

to connect to the control panel. 

It offers 3 control options (PLC control, MCU 

control, PC control) for the system control 

function. 

With the auto-function of the MCU control, direct 

start elevator control external panel and elevator 

control external button display panel to control 

elevator function. 

With the PLC control input and output functions 

via the provided communication interface, users 

learn to control the elevator function. 

 

Connecting the PLC to an interactive software 

(optionally) you can control the trainer 

interactively (optional). 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

 

Complete with connecting cables, educational 

manual and control software.  

The PLC software provided controls through a 

user friendly user interface specifically designed 

for education, that introduces students to the 

world of programmable logic controllers. 

PT-1208 PLC trainer 

 

The PT 1208 Universal trainer is a programmable Logic 

controller trainer that combines high performance 

and easy of use operation for those who are 

approaching for the first time the world of PLC.  

It can be programmed from its own panel, without 

computer using manual switching or can be 

programmed via its USB port (Ethernet available too) 

using a PC.  

 

The basic module is composed of a CPU with 12 

digital inputs (2 of which can be analogue inputs) 

and 8 relay outputs and with extension module can 

be composed of 20 inputs and 16 outputs.  

Simulation of the inputs is either through switches 

and/or externally through terminals.  

The programming software is also supplied to allow 

programming the PLC from the computer, if so 

preferred. 

 

It offers a 7 x 24V power supply outputs to devices for 

controlling so the user needs no independent supply 

to power the controlled devices. 

 

It can be connected as PLC to the following 

Automation Labs: 

 Hydraulics and Electro hydraulics Training system 

 Pneumatics and Electro pneumatics  training 

systems. 

 Mechatronics  

 CIM 

 

The programming software for the PLC provides many 

features, for example:   

 A graphical user interface for offline creation of 

your circuit program by means of Ladder Diagram 

(contact chart / circuit diagram) or Function Block 

Diagram (function chart 

 Simulation of your circuit program on the PC 

 Generating and printing of an overview chart for 

the circuit program 

 Saving a backup of the circuit program on the 

hard drive or other media 
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PT-33 MS Trainer 
 

Lift Model Trainer (with PLC) 

SIMULATORS 

 Comparing circuit programs 

 Easy configuration of blocks 

 Transferring the circuit program in both 

directions:  

 from programming software to the PC 

 from the PC to programming software  

 Reading the values of the hour counter 

 Setting the time of day 

 Online testing that provides a display of status 

changes and process variables in RUN mode:  

 Status of digital I/O, flags, shift register bits 

and cursor keys 

 Values of all analog I/O and flags 

 Results of all blocks 

 Current values (including the times) of 

selected blocks  

 Starting and stopping circuit program 

execution from the PC (switching between RUN 

and STOP modes)  

 Network communication – (Ethernet If optional) 

 Creating UDF blocks for use in a circuit program 

 Configuring the Data Log function block for 

your circuit program to record process values 

of the configured function blocks  

 

Software Advantages  

The software offers many advantages: 

 You can develop the circuit program on your PC. 

 You simulate the circuit program on your computer 

and verify its functions before you actually 

implement it in your system. 

 You can add comments to the circuit program and 

create hard copies. 

 You can save a copy of your circuit program to the 

file system on your PC, to make it directly available 

for modifications.  

 It takes only a few key actions to download the 

circuit program to the programming software. 

 

Technical parameters 

 Dimensions: 300 x 300 x 540 mm 

 AC Power single phase AC220V +/-10%  50Hz  with 

protect three-core socket ( ISO standard) 

 Temperature –10 oC + 40 oC 

 Environmental Humidity <90% 

 Capacity < 200VA 
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The model consists of a real three-stop scaled down lift and allows an innovative 

approach to PLC control and management. Each cabin is 200 mm high, while the whole 

lift model is 1000 mm high. The model includes: 

 Lift cabin up-down and position visual signaling at each floor; 

 Photocell on the lift cabin door to stop its closing in presence of an obstacle; 

 Booking to be effected through buttons with flashing signaling, on priority basis and 

independently from the lift car position; 

 Lift cabin geared motor, hoist and electromagnetic brake;  

 Floor, safety and lift cabin deceleration limit switches; 

 Lift cabin and floor door open-shut motors; 

 Motor protection thermal relays simulated by buttons; 

 Lift cabin deceleration, either up and down, near the stop floor; 

 Reproduction  of the  inside  lift cabin  switch panel; 

 Installation graph on the panel; 

 Connection to PLC through terminals or connectors; 

 Fault simulator through micro-switches. 

 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and control software. 

NOTE:  It can be connected to a PLC such as the  PT-10B, although it is possible to use 

also a PT-10A, but without booking visual signaling  on  

the lift car switch panel. 

PT-22M Trainer 
 

Lift Model 

SIMULATORS 
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It simulates a three-stop lift with real processing procedures. Lift car up-down manual 

cycle with automatic PLC control and management. The lift car motion is displayed by 

LED. Booking obtained through buttons, on priority basis and independently from the lift 

car position. Lift car door open indication. Upper and lower limit switches to avoid 

programming mistakes. Connection to PLC through terminals. 

Complete with connecting cables, educational manual and control software. 

Power supply: single-phase from mains. 

NOTE: It can be connected to a PLC such as PT-10SL. 

PT-22RM Simulator 
 

Lift Simulator 

SIMULATORS 
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This sensors and transducers 

trainer teaches the operating 

principles of the sensors/

transducers which are most 

widely used in industry. It is 

subdivided in two sections: in the 

lower section there are all the 

input and output transducers, 

while in the upper side there are 

all the signal conditioning 

systems as well as the 

instrumentation. 
 

WITH THIS SYSTEM, THE STUDENT 

WILL BE ABLE TO STUDY THE 

FOLLOWING: 

 Survey on the features of a 

position control system 

 Features of a speed control 

system 

 Application of the timer/

counter as time meter 

 Application of the timer/

counter as tachometer or 

frequency meter 

 Features of a visualization unit 

with graphic LED bar 

 Features of a meter with 

mobile coil 

 The buffer as compensator of 

the load effect of an output 

voltage in the potentiometer 

 Servo‐potentiometer. Variation 

of the output voltage on the 

basis of its position 

 Resistance measurement 

through a Wheatstone bridge 

 Voltage measurement through 

null balance (two methods) 

 Temperature features through 

integrated circuit LM 35  

 Features of: a platinum 

transducer with resistor on the 

basis of temperature (RTD), a 

thermistor N.T.C., a thermistor 

using  an alarm circuit (double 

thermistor), a thermocouple 

type “K”, a photovoltaic cell, a 

phototransistor, a detector of 

light intensity, a variable 

resistor, a flux meter, a pressure 

detector, an optoelectronic 

transducer with application for 

counting and speed 

measurement, a reflective 

opto transducer and the grey 

code disk, an inductive 

transducer, a Hall effect 

transducer, a tacho generator 

with dc permanent magnet, a 

dynamic microphone, an 

ultrasonic receptor, a 

loudspeaker coil, a buzzer, a 

dc solenoid, a dc relay, a 

permanent magnet motor, a 

dc current amplifier, a current 

amplifier and buffer amplifier 

application, a power amplifier 

and buffer, a differential 

amplifier, a V/I converter, a I/V 

converter, a V/F converter, a 

F/V converter, a full wave 

rectifier, a comparator, an 

alarm oscillator circuit, an 

electronic switch, an adder 

amplifier, an integrator 

amplifier, a differential 

amplifier, a Sample and Hold 

circuit, a humidity sensor. 

 
TRAINER INCLUDES THE 

FOLLOWING INPUT SENSORS/

TRANSDUCERS: 

linear slide potentiometer, rotary 

potentiometer, precision servo 

potentiometer, Wheatstone 

bridge circuit, thermistors NTC, 

RTD platinum sensor, IC 

temperature sensor, 

thermocouple, phototransistor, 

PIN photodiode, 

photoconductive cell, 

photovoltaic cell, LVDT, 

extensiometric transducer, linear 

position sensor, air flow sensor, 

air pressure sensor, humidity 

sensor, opto‐electronic sensor, 

opto‐reflecting sensor, inductive 

sensor, Hall effect sensor, dc 

tacho generator, microphone; 

 
THE FOLLOWING OUTPUT 

SENSORS/TRANSDUCERS:  

electric resistance, 

incandescent lamp, buzzer, 

moving coil loudspeaker, 

ultrasonic transmitter, ultrasonic 

receiver, dc solenoid, dc relay, 

dc motor; 

 
AND THE FOLLOWING SIGNAL 

CONDITIONING COMPONENTS:  

timer/counter, bar graphs, dc 

voltmeter, dc amplifiers, ac 

amplifiers, power amplifiers, 

current amplifiers, buffer 

amplifier, inverting amplifier, 

differential amplifier, V/F 

converter, F/V converter, I/V 

converter, V/I converter, 

complete wave rectifier, 

hysteresis switchable 

comparator, alarm oscillator, 

electronic switch, oscillator, filter, 

switchable low‐pas filter,  power  

supply, adding amplifier, 

integrator with switchable time 

constant, instrumentation 

amplifier, sample & hold circuit, 

gain and off set control 

amplifier. 

PT-2312 Simulator 
 

Sensors And Transducers Trainer  

SIMULATORS 
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The board allows performing the most 

important experiments in industrial electrical 

plants. The components are connected to the 

board front panel through 2 mm terminals for 

what concerns the low voltage controls and 

through 4 mm safety terminals for the 

connections to the mains. 

All the components are identified through a 

clear synoptic diagram showing their type 

and symbol. 

The board includes: 

 1 power supply, 24 V 

PT-2104G Simulator 
Electro-mechanic component board 

Induction motor with three‐phase stator winding and squirrel cage buried in the rotor.  

Nominal power: 180W 

Voltage: 380/660V, 50Hz (upon request, 220/380V, 60Hz) (delta/star connection) 

PT-10115AV Motor 
 

Squirrel Cage 3-Phase Asynchronous Motor 

Three phase induction motor two speeds squirrel cage. 

Nominal power: 250/370W 

Voltage: 380V, 50Hz (upon request, 220V, 60Hz) (delta/star connection) 

PT-2102D Motor 
 

DHALANDER Two Speed Motor 

ELECTRIC CONTROLS 

 1 bipolar switch, 1 - 0 - 2 

 1 thermal relay 

 2 timers 

 5 push-buttons 

 5 signaling lamps 

 5 remotely controlled switches with 

relevant auxiliary contacts. 

On the back side of the board there are 

switches to allow for the introduction of faults 

by the teacher. The board is complete with a 

kit of connecting leads. 

Induction motor with slip ring rotor, complete with built‐in manual braking device and 3‐step 

starting rheostat. 

Rated power: 367 W  

PT-2102A Motor 
 

Three Phase Induction Motor 
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OBJECTIVES 

This course introduces the 

student to basic and advance 

automation and process 

controls in Pneumatics and 

Electropneumatics and 

Automation with PLCs. This 

course deals with the 

mechanical and electronics 

component integration and  

technology automation using 

pneumatics components logic 

control and process control 

application. The student gains 

an understanding of the 

physical and technological 

aspects of Automation and 

Process Control and their inter 

relationship with various 

commonly found technological 

applications of Pneumatics, 

Electropneumatics and PLC 

control. 
 

DESCRIPTION 

The system's structure consists of 

a 3 compact desk-top modular 

units. The system is an ideal tool 

for building, operating and 

controlling circuits that include 

pneumatics, electro-

pneumatics, sensors, actuators, 

electronics and process control 

components and controllers. 

The Modules of the PTS-3840 

are: 
 PTS 3840 P-Pneumatics 

 PTS 3840 EP-Electro-

pneumatics 

 PTS 3840 PLC-Kit managed by 

PLC 

Each of these modules can be 

inserted onto: 

 PTS 3840 B - a working bench 

with a top frame (110 cm x 60 

cm), made of metal 

framework. Each kit of 

modular components can be 

easily mounted on, a 

separate power supply of 

24VDC /4A and a trolley with 

3 drawer boxes. 

 

The bench allows 2 students 

working on each side and 

students can work on both 

sides (up to 4 students per 

bench). 

 

The system is of light aluminum 

construction and designed for 

the safety of the students. All 

valves used are micro-valves. 

The training system 

components are specially 

designed for educative use 

working at pressures that are 

used in the laboratory (1-8 

bars).  

 

The system requires air 

compressor facility. In case not 

available, we recommend: PTS

-81 SLZ silent air compressor or 

LAM-100/2M central 

compressor. 

 
PTS 3840 B - Bench 

Didactic bench with a vertical 

working plan. Bench size is 120 

x 80 cm and has a frame of 

110 x 60 cm assembled on it. 

Usable from both sides, 

includes all the facilities 

needed for installation, storage 

and demonstration–

experimentation. 

The working plan is composed 

by a set of flat iron bars. The 

modules are inserted over 

these bars and the fixing is 

assured by magnets. The 

modules are unhookable and 

hookable in an easy and fast 

way. It is very practical for the 

realization of all types of 

circuits. It is possible also to 

connect hookable panels to 

the bench. This is for not having 

to disassemble the already 

done work and not yet 

finished, but only to lay it into 

the specific place under the 

bench to finish the circuit 

during the next lesson in the 

workroom. The bench is also 

fitted with a drawer box and a 

24VDC/4A power supply. 

 

 
PTS 3840 P - Pneumatics kit 

Created for the realization of 

complex pneumatic circuits for 

movements in sequence of at 

least three cylinders. It is 

provided also with 5/2 valves 

manifolds with a single or dual 

pneumatic command, a push-

button panel, end stroke 

pneumatic sensors, OR and 

AND selector valves and an air 

service until inlet. 

PTS-3840 Trainer 
 

Electropneumatics Training System 
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PTS 3840 P Pneumatics kit components 

(Standard Configuration) 
QTY 

 DCTM-005 

Air service unit 1. Includes: 

1.Air filter unit with adapted air regulator unit and pressure booster 

2.A shutoff protection exhaust valve 

1 

 DCTM-008 

Distributor 
1 

 DCTM-009  

Double acting cylinder Ø20 stroke 100 with flow regulators 
2 

 
DCTM-011  

Roller level valve for end of Ø20 cylinders stroke 
2 

 

DCTM-036  

Roller level valve for start of Ø20 cylinders stroke 
2 

 
DCTM-012 

2  x  5/2 bi-stable valves manifold 
1set 

 
DCTM-013  

4  x  5/2 mono-stable valves manifold 
1set 

 DCTM-014 

Pneumatic control panel. Includes: 

•3  x  3/2 mono valves with pushbutton switch 

•1  x  3/2 mono valve with ON/OFF switch 

•1  x  3/2 mono valve with Emergency button switch 

1 

 
DCTM-015 

Dual quick exhaust valves module 
1set 

 
DCTM-016 

Unidirectional flow regulators module 
1 

 
DCTM-017 

2 circuit selector OR valves module 
1 

 
DCTM-018  

2 circuit selector AND valves module 
1 

 
MN-001 

Manometer 
1 

 
10318 

Sleeve 
1 
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PTS 3840 P Pneumatics kit  

(Optional Configuration) 
QTY 

 
DCTM-023 

Double acting cylinder Ø32 stroke 100 
1 

 DCTM-010 

Roller level valve for start of  Ø32 cylinder stroke 
1 

 
DCTM-035 

Roller level valve for end of  Ø32 cylinder stroke 
1 

 
DCTM-024 

2 bidirectional blocking valves module 

1 

 

 
DCTM-031 

5/2 mono-stable valve 
1 

 
DCTM-032 

5/2 bi-stable valve 
1 

 
DCTM-038 

Two-hands safety valve device 
1 

PTS 3840 P Pneumatics kit  

(Standard Configuration cont.) 
QTY 

 10618  

Tapper straight male adaptor 
1 

 TPU6X4 

Polyurethane Tube 
1 

PTS 3840 EP - Electro-pneumatics kit  

 

Created for the realization of electro pneumatic circuits with relay technique for moving in se-

quence at least three cylinders with a solenoid valves manifold (single and dual solenoid valves) 

with multipoint connection, push-button panel, terminal board and relay assembled on a DIN rail 

and an air service unit at inlet. 

PTS 3840 EP Electro-pneumatics kit  (add-ons to PTS-3840P) 

(Standard Configuration) 
QTY 

 

DCTM-002 

Double acting cylinder Ø25 with flow regulator and magnetic sensors 
1 

 

DCPT-006  

Electric buttons box  
1 
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PTS 3840 PLC - PLC Kit   

 

For detailed info on the  PLC  please see technical description of PT 1208 

PTS 3840 EP Electro-pneumatics kit  

(Optional Configuration) 
QTY 

 

DCTM-006 

Electric buttons box  
1 

 

DCTM-025 

Pressure switches module 
1 

 
DCTM-021 

Complete air service unit size 1 

 

1 

PTS 3840 PLC (add-on to PTS-3840EP) 

(Standard Configuration) 
QTY 

 
PT 1208  

PLC with 12 digital input and 8 digital output complete with cables and software 
1 

PTS 3840 PLC Auxiliary (add-ons to PTS-3840EP) 

(Optional Configuration) 
QTY 

 
DCTM-022  

180º angular gripper 
1 

 
DCTM-004  

DIN rail with terminal board and relays module  
1 

 
DCTM-007 

Raceway  
1 

PTS 3840 EP Electro-pneumatics kit (add-ons to PTS-3840P) 

(Standard Configuration) 
QTY 

 
DCTM-026 

Single acting Ø25 cylinders stroke 50 with flow regulator and magnetic sensor  
1 

 
DCTM-033 

Eco series solenoid valves manifold 
1 
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PNEUMATICS & CONTROLS 

LHP 302 AUTOMATION - MECHATRONICS 

OBJECTIVES 

 

PTS 3840 EPS offers students 

training in the sector of  electro-

pneumatics and Automation 

with PLCs as part of the 

Automation laboratory LHP 302 

equipment. 

The training  course offered 

deals with the  mechanical and 

electronics component 

integration and  technology 

automation using pneumatics 

components logic control and 

process control application.  

 

The student gains an 

understanding of the physical 

and technological aspects of 

Automation and Process 

Control and their 

interrelationship with various 

commonly found technological 

applications of Pneumatics, 

Electro-pneumatics and PLC 

control applications.  

 
DESCRIPTION 

 

PTS 3840 Electro-pneumatics 

trainer is a compact desk-top 

trainer, ideal  for building, 

operating and controlling 

circuits that include electro-

pneumatics, sensors, actuators, 

electronics and process control 

components and controllers. 

 

 

 

Each trainer is also  

interconnected with the PT-

1208 PLC trainers. The system 

allows for 2 or 3 students 

working on it. The trained   is 

made of light metal aluminum 

construction and designed for 

the safety of the students. The 

training system components 

are specially designed for 

educative use working at 

pressures that are used in the 

laboratory (1-8 bars).  

 

PTS-3840 EPS as stand alone 

trainer teaches the students in 

electro pneumatic subjects i.e. 

components  as valves , 

Solenoid actuators and 

sequential control Logic. It 

introduces the students to  the 

electro-pneumatic circuit 

diagrams , the design of  

ladder diagrams and electrical  

control circuit building and 

operation.  

 

The trainer is also created for 

the realization of electro-

pneumatic controls via PLC 

interfacing and programming . 

Students learn and practice 

movements in sequence and 

motion repetition using the 

pneumatic cylinder pistons 

and termination proximity 

switches and create Motion 

specific process projects on 

their own.  

 

Experiment general subjects  

 

1. Controlling a Single-Acting 

Cylinder and Dual acting 

with  Solenoid/Spring Valves. 

2. Electrical Conditioning 

Circuits (OR, AND etc.) 

3. Double-Acting Cylinder 

Circuit Controlled by 5-way 

Valve & by 3-way Electro-

Pneumatic Valve 

4. Electrical Operating of a 

Double-Action Cylinder with 

Piston Motion and Repetition 

5. DIGITAL LOGIC and PLC 

programming 

6. Simple Sequential Control 

Circuit , Single motion 

Repetition, Circuit  with 

Repetition & Motion Control 

of multiple action.          

 
General features  

 

The trainer is provided with: 

A  triple electro-pneumatic 

valve manifold which includes  

2 x  5/2 solenoid valves and 1 x  

3/2 solenoid valve. 

 

Additionally provides:  

 1 x  single acting cylinder  

 1 x  dual acting pneumatic 

cylinder.  

 1 x  intake air valve with 

switch and 2x end stroke 

pneumatic sensors with 

electromagnetic coil. 

PTS-3840 EPS Trainer 
 

Electro-pneumatics Training Station  

For Students  
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PTS-3840 EPS Trainer 
 

Electro-pneumatics Training Station  

For Students  

On its front lower panel the trainer provides 

various connection terminals:  

 5 for solenoids of the valves  

 4 for sensor or terminal switches 

 1 for 24VDC power input  

 5 for 24VDC outputs  

 

 It also provides 4 Electrical switches for parallel 

and serial configuration control experiments. 

 

When the solenoid of any of the valves is 

activated, an indication light turns on on the 

solenoid.  

 

The PTS-3840 EPS trainer works in conjunction 

also to the PT-1208 PLC trainer software 

application. All PLC programs can be simulated 

prior to testing the interfacing of the PLC trainer 

to the Electro-pneumatics trainer.  

 

The PTS-3840EPS trainer is provided with  all 

needed interconnections from the valves to the 

cylinder inlets  via secure air fittings on the front 

panel ,all flexible piping needed for the 

workshop experiments and all cabling for the 

electrical circuit connections.  

 

The trainer can interconnect with all the PT 1208 

PLC trainer configurations.  

 

The air intake from the compressed air supply 

circuit  of the lab to the system is on the left side 

of the trainer , via a one way air valve which 

supplies air to the system only if the air intake 

valve with the switch on the front panel is on. 

 

The system requires an air compressor  supply 

facility and the following auxiliaries per Lab. 

 
 

 

Pre-requirements 

 

Each laboratory with PTS-3840 EPS (having 

single or multiple trainers) requires an air service 

unit, which includes: 

1. Air filter unit with adapted air regulator unit, 

pressure booster and pressure meter. 

2. A shutoff protection exhaust valve. 

 

In case the compressed air facility is not 

available, we recommend:  

PTS-81 SLZ silent air compressor or LAM-100/2M 

central compressor. 

 

 
 

PTS-3840EPS trainer Dimensions/Weight 

Dimensions: L512 x W222 x H350  mm 

Weight: 2kg 



DESCRIPTION 

PTS-3860 is designed and 

constructed with most modern 

and advanced technological 

components of the hydraulics 

and the electro hydraulics. The 

hardware configuration of the 

system allows its use like an 

ideal tool for building, 

operation and control of 

hydraulics circuits. 

This configuration is designed 

to be combined  in a safe, fast 

and easy way, to make the 

hydraulics exercises thus, 

contributing to the student  the 

most complete and effective 

education and training in the 

automation hydraulic 

technologies. 
 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The infrastructure of the system 

for hydraulics teaching consists 

of a stationary or mobile 

workstation, with inclined 

plate, to be used by a student 

or a work group. 

Additionally the training system 

includes a set of industrial 

components that can easily be 

mounted and be disassembled 

in the assembly board of the 

training bank. All these 

components working with 60 

bars of pressure, but they are 

designed to work with 

pressures up to 100 bars, thus 

allowing the flexibility of the 

system to avoid collapses. 

Each workstation has an built-

in electrical power supply with 

the purpose of being able to 

drive elements used in the 

experiments. Also each 

workstation has a power 

hydraulic unit with capacity to 

supply each position. 

 
The following are the 

characteristics of the basic 

trainer module:  

PTS 3860/C Hydraulics Power 

Unit 

The unit is integrated by the 

following elements: Oil  tank, 

motor, hydraulic pump, control 

and pressure gauge. 

 Oil tank volume: 10 liters 

 Max operation pressure: 60 

bars 

 Fluid: Mineral oil ISO VG 22 

 Displaced flow: 5 Liters/minute 

 Power: 1500 Watts 

approximately 

 Voltage: 110/220V, 50/50 Hz. 
PTS-3860/P Mounting panel 

Dual Face Panel Dimensions:  

L:81 x H:73 x D:11 cm 
 

TRAINING TOPICS 

The training system allows the 

students to make a suitable 

number of tests that cover 

different educational topics 

including the following : 
Basic Hydraulics Level 

PTS-3860/1 

 Hydraulics applications 

 Hydraulics fundamentals – 

physics principles 

 Types and characteristics of 

hydraulic fluids 

 Identification of hydraulic 

components 

 Values, linear and rotary 

actuators 

 Specifications and design 

characteristics 

 Force, speed and yield 

calculation 

 Maintenance of uniform 

pressure by means of pressure 

controllers 

 Basic circuits with single and 

double action cylinders 

 Cylinders and values location 

 Circuit with flow differential 

control input 

 Control with bidirectional, tri-

directional and four 

directional values 

 Actuators sequential cycle  
Equipment 

1. Double-acting cylinder 100 

mm 

2. One way cylinder 50 mm 

3. 3/2-way spring return valve 

Lever operated 

4. 4/2-way spring return valve 

Lever operated 

5. 4/3 -way tandem mid 

position 

6. Flow control needle valve 

(variable) 

7. One-way non-return flow 

control valve 

8. Non-return valve 

9. Pilot Non-return valve 

10.Pressure sequence valve 

to relief pressure 

11.Pressure gauge: 0 - 100 bar 

* 3 and 4 are assembled in one 

unit 
Advanced Hydraulics Level 

PTS-3860/2 

 Speed and flow control 

 Hydraulics Pumps and 

hydraulics motor 

PTS-3860 Trainer 
 

Hydraulics Training System 
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 Sequential control by pressure 

signal 

 Flow control value with 

pressure compensation 

 Non-return value, pilot 

operated lever actuated 

 Operated relief values-pilot 

operated 

 Hydraulics accumulator 

 Different circuits Control 

 Storage and fluid preparation 

units 

 Quick supply by means of 

several directional values 
Equipment 

1.Flow divider  

2.Hydraulic accumulator 

3.Axial piston hydraulic motor 

4.Pilot pressure relief valve 
Electro-hydraulics Level 

PTS-3860/3 

 Electro hydraulics 

fundamentals 

 Identification of electro 

hydraulics components 

 Solenoids and electro-

mechanical relays 

 Advantages and 

disadvantages of the electric 

control 

 Switches and pushbuttons 

 Fuses and circuit breakers 

 Timers 

 Electro valves 

 Reading and development of 

circuit diagrams 

 Manual, automatic and 

emergency control 

 Actuator operation at 

different speeds 

 “Square” cycle with a 

solenoid value 

 Operation of multiple 

actuators 

 Pressure control by electrical 

signal 

 Blow and pressure dependent 

control 
Equipment 

1.4/2-way spring return 

solenoid valve 

2.4/3-way double solenoid 

valve closed mid position 
Training aids for Advance 

Electro hydraulics Level 

PTS-3860/4 

 Use and function of electronic 

sensors 

 Symbols 

 Time control with previous 

fixed position 

 Position control 

Sequential control 
Equipment 

1.Electronics board, that 

includes: 

 Power switch with indicating 

light, simulation 

potentiometers, fault 

insertion unit, alphanumeric 

LCD display 64 x 240 pixels, 

simulation keyboard and 

switches, 6 LEDs to indicate 

troubleshooting 

 3 contacts pushbutton, 2 

N.O. /2 N.C. 

 3 contacts switch, 2 N.O. /2 

N.C. 

 4change-over contacts 

relay 

 Timer 

 Buzzer 

 Electronics logic gates (AND, 

OR, NOT, XOR ) 

 LED indicator 

4.2-stage limit switch module 

Training aids for Electro 

hydraulics & PLC 

PTS-3860/5 

 Introduction to PLC 

 Comparison with conventional 

controls, their advantages and 

disadvantages 

 Structure of a typical PLC 

 The CPU and its functions 

 Inputs 

 Outputs 

 The program and how to load 

it 

 Ladder diagram and function 

graphics 

 Reading the ladder diagram 

 Ladder diagrams design 

 Circuits developments and 

interface criteria 

 Flow chart and logic control 

 Programs writing 

 PLC programming 

 Switches, timers and counters 

programming 

 PLC operation 

 Troubleshooting with PLC 

 PLCs interconnection with 

personal computers 

 Input program to ladder 

diagram and functions table 

 Printing program 

 Real time operation monitoring 

program 

 Real time programming 

changes 
 

Recommended auxiliary 

equipment  

1.PC Windows 7 or higher 

operating system. 

2.PTS-81 SLZ silent air compressor 

or LAM-100/2M central 

compressor 

PTS-3860 Trainer 
 

Hydraulics Training System 
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CONFIGURATION 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing – CIM is a method of manufacturing in which the entire production process is 

controlled by computer. Typically, it relies on a closed-loop control processes, based on Mechatronics sub systems and 

real-time  input from sensors. A CIM system is composed of different Mechatronics modules, each one reproducing a 

single basic application that is commonly used in the industry. Each module is implemented with real electronics, 

mechanics and pneumatics components and has a specific function. As an integrated computer system, the output 

of one-activity serves as the input to the next activity, through the chain of events. The whole system is controlled by 

one Programmable Logical Controller (PLC) and it can be configured to perform a complete process. These are the 

basic 3 modules offered:  

1. CONVEYOR UNIT 

The materials are transferred in a linear motion by means of the 

belt conveyor driven by geared DC motors. This unit moves 

materials / objects from one end to the other. Sensors are used to 

sense the parts material and presence. This is a miniature model 

of a real industrial conveyor system. 

 

2. LINEAR TRANSFER UNIT 

The Linear Transfer Unit is an electro-pneumatic controlled linear 

actuator. Magnetic switches are fixed to sense the retracted and 

extended position of the transfer unit. The Linear Transfer Unit 

transfers materials from the conveyor to the linear Pick and Place 

Unit with the help of a pneumatically operated rod less double 

acting cylinder. 

 

3. PICK AND PLACE UNIT 

The Pick and Place Unit is a totally electro-pneumatic control 

system. There are three main parts in this unit: Vertical arm 

(vertical double acting cylinder), Horizontal arm (horizontal 

double acting cylinder) and Angular gripper (double acting 

angular gripper for holding work pieces). 

Magnetic switches are fixed to sense the retracted and extended 

position of the actuator. The Pick and Place Unit transfers the 

material from the Linear Transfer Unit end to the next Unit with the 

help of vertical arm, horizontal arm and angular gripper. 

 

4. SIX STATION ROTARY TABLE 

A Six Station Rotary Table consists of a horizontal circular 

worktable, on which the work piece is placed to be processed. 

The worktable is indexed to present each work piece to each 

work head to accomplish the sequence of machining operations. 

 

5. DRILLING MODULE 

The Drilling Module simulates the function of drilling the 

workpiece. The PLC tells the vertically double acting flat cylinder 

to position the drilling device near the work piece and to start the 

drilling device. 

 

6. VISION INSPECTION SYSTEM 

The vision system is a compact visual sensing equipment, which is 

used for quality control inspections in automated production 

lines. The vision system serves under the class of visual sensing 

methods. The vision system basically analyzes an image obtained 

by a video camera, displays it and reports its characteristics to 

the system controller. 

 

7. UNLOADING ARM 

The Unloading Arm or horizontal Pick and Place Unit is an 

Electropneumatic system in which the movement is controlled by 

a linear and rotary actuator. This system works as a miniature pick 

and place robot with a limited path application. The Unloading 

Arm is used to transfer the components or workpieces from one 

workstation to the other. 

 

8. WEIGHING MODULE 

The Weighing Module consists of two elements: the load cell and 

the interface circuit. The load cell generates a variable resistance 

value related to the weight of the object that is placed over it. 

The interface circuit receives, processes and sends this value to 

the analogue input of the PLC, which determines the 

correspondent weight of the work piece placed over the load 

cell. 

 

9. PALLETIZER UNIT 

The Palletizer Unit is used to palletize (placing) the workpiece in a 

particular order. The motor controls the movement and the 

position of the axis of the Palletizer. For workpiece handling, a 

suction cup is provided which is controlled using a flat cylinder ‐ 
double acting. The cylinder can extend and retract to pick up or 

dispense the Workpiece. 

This unit has the next minimum characteristics: 
 Stepper motor 5V 

 Cylinder: Vertical Flat type, double acting cylinder 18mm and 

stroke length 40mm   

 Two inductive sensors: Used to detect the X, Y‐axis home 

position  

 Gripper: Suction cup  

 Operating Pressure: 6 bar  

 Number of I/O: One input and five outputs 

 

Recommended auxiliary equipment  

1. PC Windows 7 or higher operating system. 

2. PTS-81 SLZ silent air compressor or LAM-100/2M central 

compressor 

PT-CIM C Trainer 
 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing – 

Full  processes  

CIM UNIT CIM S CIM B CIM C 

1. Conveyor Unit v v v 

2. Linear Transfer Unit v v v 

3. Pick and Place Unit v v v 

4. Six Station Rotary Table  v v 

5. Vision Inspection System   v 

6. Drilling Module  v v 

7. Unloading Arm  v v 

8. Weighing Module  v v 

9. Palletizer Unit   v 
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING MODEL 

The PT-CIM 2C trainer has been designed for 

students to explore basic Mechatronics 

processes, one of the most used applications 

in the industry, while learning on a more 

advanced level how to program an 

automation Mechatronics process via PLCs.   

 

This trainer provides a technical background 

about sequential control of a production 

process and manufacturing operation. 

 

The main unit in conjunction with the PT-1208 

PLC trainer offers the training in control systems 

for: Feeding, Conveyor Belt Linear Transfer, 

Shorting – Pick & Place.  

 

Cylindrical objects of different dimensions are 

fed on the conveyor belt and the system, on 

the basis of the information given by the 

sensors, controls the appropriate piston for 

sorting and pushing each cylinder in its own 

storage container.  

 

The trainer represents a model of an electro-

pneumatic production line which includes the 

following items: 

 3 cylinder pistons that are actuated by 3 

pneumatic solenoid valves. One of the 

pistons is used in the feeding procedure and 

the other two for the selection procedure. The 

trainer comes with an air supply control valve 

unit and air cleaning filter. 

 24V bi-directional DC motor. 

 Conveyor belt. 

 2 Push buttons. 

 2 lamps, red and green. 

 3 beam sensors. 

 12 input and 8 output connections that 

enable the system to be connected and 

controlled by the PT-1208 PLC (provided 

separately) using the provided PLC software 

and a PC. 

The PLC via the software controls all process 

steps through a user friendly interface 

specifically designed for educational 

purposes, that introduce students to the 

world of programmable logic controllers. 

 
PLC PROGRAMMING  

 

The programming software provided with the 

PT-1208 PLC trainer provides many features, 

for example:   

 

A graphical user interface for offline 

creation of your circuit program by means 

of Ladder Diagram (contact chart / circuit 

diagram) or Function Block Diagram 

(function chart). 

Simulation of your circuit program on the 

PC. 

Generating and printing of an overview 

chart for the circuit program. 

Saving a backup of the circuit program on 

the hard drive or other media. 

Comparing circuit programs. 

Easy configuration of blocks. 

Transferring the circuit program in both 

directions PC to PLC and vice versa. 

Reading the values of the hour counter. 

Setting the time of day. 

Online testing that provides a display of 

status changes and process variables in 

RUN mode: 

 Status of digital I/O, flags, shift register 

bits and cursor keys 

 Values of all analog I/O and flags 

 Results of all blocks 

 Current values (including the times) of 

selected blocks  

Starting and stopping circuit program 

execution from the PC (switching between 

RUN and STOP modes). 

Network communication. 

PT-CIM 2C Trainer 
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Creating UDF blocks for use in a circuit 

program. 

Configuring the Data Log function block 

for your circuit program to record process 

values of the configured function blocks. 

 

Independently from the hardware, students 

will be able to test their logic programs for 

the automation process on PT-CIM 2C via 

the simulation software offered by the PT-

1208 PLC trainer, reproducing various  

hardware logic setups. 

 

Students can create variations of logic 

programs to control all the devices feeder 

cylinder, the conveyor belt sensors and the 

selecting cylinders using the graphical-

based programmable logic control editor. 

 

The software offers many advantages: 

You can develop the process program on 

your PC. 

You can simulate the circuit program on 

your computer and verify its functions 

before you actually implement it in your 

system. 

You can add comments to the circuit 

program and create hard copies. 

You can save a copy of your circuit 

program to the file system on your PC, to 

make it directly available for 

modifications.  

It takes only a few key actions to 

download the circuit program to the 

programming software. 

 

The PT-CIM 2C trainer comes with complete 

operational manual. 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE 

The PT-CIM 2C trainer operates only with PT-

1208 PLC trainer and receives power from 

this unit. 

 
Robotics module - PTR 4D 

The PT-CIM 2C trainer can be expanded by 

using the PTR 4D robotic arm module. It 

provides to the students training in integrating 

a Robotic operation in the PT-CIM 2C process. 

The robotic arm operates as a palletizer or 

feeder to a follow-up process allowing the 

students to integrate a linear transfer system 

with a 4 degrees of freedom robotic 

operation. For more information on this 

module, please see the PTR 4D section.  

   
Recommended auxiliaries  

 

The trainer needs compassed air supply to the 

lab facility.   

In case not available, we recommend: PTS-81 

SLZ silent air compressor or LAM-100/2M 
central compressor 

PT-CIM 2C Trainer 
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The PTR 4D is a robotic arm module which can 

provide to the students training in the basic 

construction and operation of Robotic systems or can 

be operated as an add-on to certain Automation 

and CIM labs of Polytech. 

 

The set  includes a completely assembled 4 degree-

of-freedom motion robotic arm, along with a rotating 

end-wrist module, a servo controller, a USB cable and 

a Controller software application for arm motion. 

 

The robot arm assembly consists of black anodized 

aluminum brackets, aluminum tubing and hubs, 

custom injection molded components and precision 

laser-cut components. 

As a stand-alone, the PTR 4D course provides  

training to the students in the topics of: 

 Robot –Kinematics & Position  Control. 

 Servomotor control. 

 Sensor Feedback Closed loop -Control. 

 

Robot arm specifications  

 Axis of Motion: 5 with Gripper with wrist 

rotate  

 Servo motion controller 32 channel 

 Local closed loop control 

 Time and Speed control 

 PC Connection –USB  

 1 x Base servomotor 

 1 x Shoulder servomotor  

 1 x Elbow servomotor 

 1 x Wrist servomotor 

 1 x Gripper servomotor 

 1 x Wrist rotate servomotor 

 2 x position sensors  

 1 weight sensor  

 Lift weight  = approx. 300 gr.     

 Range of motion per axis = 180 degrees 

 Accuracy per axis = 0.09 degrees 

 Servomotor  voltage = 6V DC  

 220V / 6 VDC adapter included  

 Weight: 1 kgr  

  

Robotic Arm Motion Distances  

 Distance (base-to-elbow axis) = 5.75" 

 Distance (elbow-to-wrist axis) = 7.375" 

 Height (arm parked) = 7.25" 

 Height (reaching up) = 19" 

 Median forward reach = 20.25" 

 Gripper opening = 1.25" 

 

The PTR 4D can be integrated to the following 

Automation Labs: 

 Electro-hydraulics Training system. 

 Electro-pneumatics Training system. 

 CIM - Mechatronics. 

 

It can offer a combined training in Automation-

Robotics integration to the students in these 

disciplines.  

 

The Software application PTR-FA 

The provided application software was created 

so students would have full control of the arm 

without having to spend significant time 

programming and integrate it easily into a larger 

manufacturing / assembly system. 

The application provides a powerful pattern 

sequencer component that is used to create 

reusable motion patterns within minutes or hours, 

instead of days or weeks. The sequencer also 

allows you to vary the speed of playback of a 

motion routine. 

 

Development Option application PTR FB 

This add-on software is a full graphical 

programming environment. It allows the students  

to add more customization to other robotic 

projects. 

 

Controller option - MCP 101 

The PTR 4D can also be offered with the MCP 101 

(Arduino Mega based controller) which allows 

the use of the robotic arm while giving the 

flexibility to add more features through Arduino 

sketches or C/C++.  

LHP 302 AUTOMATION - MECHATRONICS 
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The PT SIM C-1200 is a training tool for PLC 

programming, that uses a PLC S7‐1200 and an 

interactive educational software for the 

simulation of industrial environments to be 

controlled. It offers five virtual industrial 

processes to learn how to program a PLC, with 

real situations of sorting, batching, palletizing, 

pick and place and automatic warehousing.  

Each process reproduces the visual simulation 

of an industrial situation, including virtual sensors 

and actuators, so that the state of the system is 

“sensed” and controlled by the PLC: the 

objective is to program the PLC to control each 

of the five virtual processes as if they were real 

systems. 

The information is exchanged between the PLC 

and the virtual system through a data 

acquisition board (DAQ) provided with 32 I/O 

isolated channels and USB interface. 
 

MAIN FEATURES 

 PLC Siemens of the SIMATIC S7‐1200 series 

 3D realistic graphics 

 Real‐time physics that closely emulates what 

happens in real life 

 3D real‐time sound 

 Total interactivity with the systems 

 Friendly user interface 

 Easy and fast to setup 

Based on the latest PC technology, the PT SIM 

C-1200 makes PLC training easy and fun. 

Virtual environments have never been so real, 

featuring cutting‐edge 3D real‐time graphics, 

sound and total interactivity. The result is an 

immersive simulated environment that allows 

highly realistic training processes, without any 

risk of injury to man or damage to machines. 

The automation tasks are presented with 

increasing levels of difficulty, so that users can 

progress to more advanced exercises as they 

improve their skill. 

The PT SIM C-1200 presents five training 

processes based on real world industrial 

scenarios. Each process offers standard 

problems found in PLC programming, 

presented in order of increasing level of 

difficulty. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES 

1. SORTING: transport cases from the entry bay 

to the elevators, sorting them by height. 

2. BATCHING: mix three primary colors (red, 

green and blue) in order to obtain a desired 

color. 

3. PALLETIZER: palletize cases up to three layers. 

4. PICK & PLACE: place parts inside boxes 

through a three axes manipulator. 

5. AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSE: transport, store and 

retrieve boxes from a rack. 
FAULT SIMULATION 

The PT SIM C-1200 allows you to simulate failures 

in sensors and actuators. These failures can be 

in open circuit or short‐circuit. With this feature 

the user is able to induce malfunctions in the 

system, presenting new challenges and 

increasing the realism of the simulation. 
INTERACTIVITY 

 Interact with the system as you would in a real 

system. 

 Add and remove objects from the production 

circuit, at any time during the simulation. 

 Cause error situations or system jams. 

 Test individual parts of the system; for example: 

test a conveyor table. 
 

Recommended auxiliary equipment  

PC Windows 7 or higher operating system 

PT-SIM C 1200 Simulator 
 

Interactive PLC Trainer for Industrial Processes 

SIMATIC S7‐1200 

CPU 1212C 

AC/DC/Relay 

Additional SM 1223 
16 digital inputs 
14 relay outputs 

2 analogue inputs 
85 … 264 VAC – 50/60 Hz 

PS 24Vdc/2.7A 

Ethernet  

STEP 7 Basic 
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The Universal trainer is a programmable Logic 

controller trainer that combines high performance 

and easy of use operation for those who are 

approaching for the first time the world of PLC and  

CIM – Mechatronics environment.  

It can be programmed from its own panel, without 

computer using manual switching or can be 

programmed via its Ethernet port using a PC. It 

offers five virtual industrial processes to learn how to 

program a PLC, with real situations of sorting, 

batching, palletizing, pick and place and 

automatic warehousing. Each process reproduces 

the visual simulation of an industrial situation, 

including virtual sensors and actuators, so that the 

state of the system is “sensed” and controlled by 

the PLC: the objective is to program the PLC to 

control each of the five virtual processes as if they 

were real systems. 

The basic module is composed of a CPU with 16 

digital inputs (2 of which can be analogue inputs) 

and 10 relay outputs and with extension module 

can be composed of 20 inputs and 16 outputs.  

Simulation of the inputs is either through switches 

and/or externally through terminals.  

The programming software is also supplied to allow 

programming the PLC from the computer, if so 

preferred. It offers a 24V power supply to devices 

for controlling. 

 

MAIN FEATURES 

 3D realistic graphics 

 Real‐time physics that closely emulates what 

happens in real life 

 3D real‐time sound 

 Total interactivity with the systems 

 Friendly user interface 

 Easy and fast to setup 

Based on the latest PC technology, the PT SIM C-

1610 makes PLC training easy and fun. Virtual 

environments have never been so real, featuring 

cutting‐edge 3D real‐time graphics, sound and 

total interactivity. The result is an immersive 

simulated environment that allows highly realistic 

training processes, without any risk of injury to man 

or damage to machines. The automation tasks are 

presented with increasing levels of difficulty, so that 

users can progress to more advanced exercises as 

they improve their skill. 

The PT SIM C-1610 presents five training processes 

PT-SIM C 1610 Simulator 
 

Interactive PLC Trainer for Industrial Processes 

based on real world industrial scenarios. Each 

process offers standard problems found in PLC 

programming, presented in order of increasing level 

of difficulty. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES 

1. SORTING: transport cases from the entry bay to 

the elevators, sorting them by height. 

2. BATCHING: mix three primary colors (red, green 

and blue) in order to obtain a desired color. 

3. PALLETIZER: palletize cases up to three layers. 

4. PICK & PLACE: place parts inside boxes through a 

three axes manipulator. 

5. AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSE: transport, store and 

retrieve boxes from a rack. 

 

FAULT SIMULATION 

The PT SIM C-16100 allows you to simulate failures in 

sensors and actuators. These failures can be in 

open circuit or short‐circuit. With this feature the 

user is able to induce malfunctions in the system, 

presenting new challenges and increasing the 

realism of the simulation. 

 

INTERACTIVITY 

 Interact with the system as you would in a real 

system. 

 Add and remove objects from the production 

circuit, at any time during the simulation. 

 Cause error situations or system jams. 

 Test individual parts of the system; for example: 

test a conveyor table. 

 

Recommended auxiliary equipment 

 PC Windows 7 or higher operating system. 

 PT 1812E PLC 

CPU 1212C 

AC/DC/Relay 

Additional SM 1223 

16 digital inputs 

10 relay outputs 

2 analogue inputs 

85 … 264 VAC – 50/60 Hz 

PS 24Vdc/2.7A 

Ethernet  

Siemens LOGO 8 
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